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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In conjunction with the development of a new strategy for the Trust, we have
been talking to colleagues about how we overcome our workforce challenges
and deliver the Trust’s vision and mission.

The attached Strategy sets out our approach to this, and in particular how we
will recruit, retain and develop an engaged, sustainable, productive workforce.

The VISION for the People strategic objective is:
To be a Great Place to Work and to be a Patient where we Listen, Empower
and Value everyone

The strategy is captured in six strategic themes:

1. To plan the workforce through understanding current supply, forecasting
future demand, and aligning with both the service and financial plan

2. To foster a strong and effective brand which differentiates us from others
and ensures that everyone knows what a great place the Trust is to work



3. To build an organisation which is open & transparent, listens to its staff &
patients, values its diverse workforce and empowers colleagues to enable
continuous improvement

4. To enable the Trust to be high performing through clear and accountable
structures, where roles and responsibilities, workforce practices, processes
and systems are fit for purpose

5. To develop the current and future workforce, providing education and
training which drives innovation, skill and competency development and
enables people to deliver services to the highest standards grounded in
rapid advances in delivering care

6. To create positive, supportive environments for colleagues, promoting
health and wellbeing in order to be a great place to work

The strategy has a number of supporting strategies and frameworks and will be
delivered through annual objectives and deliverables. Review of our People
Strategy objectives and deliverables will take place regularly to ensure their
continued relevance to delivering the Trust strategy, and progress will be
reviewed by the Workforce & OD Committee.
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Foreword by our Chief Executive 
 
Our People Strategy is designed to support the Trust’s overall vision. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our ambition is to be recognised as a great place to work and be the local 
employer of choice.  We want our staff to be at the centre of decision-
making and developing a culture which generates a sense of ownership. Our 
strategy focuses on empowering our people to listen, learn and improve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Whilst our purpose is clear, we face a growing set of workforce challenges 
putting pressure on our NHS services for patients and the staff who are 
delivering these.  
 
Our biggest workforce challenge is having the right numbers of staff, in the 
right place at the right time.  I see first-hand colleagues working together 
every day to put our patients first.  But the current gaps in our rotas, the long 

term lack of impact that our recruitment activity is having on our 
establishment, and our inability to retain adequate number of colleagues, 
presents the Trust with an ongoing risk to the delivery of high quality patient 
care.  It also affects the resilience and morale of the workforce. 
 
In conjunction with the development of a new strategy for the Trust, we 
have been talking to colleagues about how we overcome our workforce 
challenges.  I am delighted to introduce our new People Strategy setting out 
our approach in relation to recruiting, retaining and developing an engaged, 
sustainable, productive workforce. 
 
At the heart of this strategy are the Trust values – our 4Ps – illustrating that 
it’s not just about what we do to deliver high quality patient care, but also 
about how we achieve these objectives. 
 

 

 

 

 
Foreword by  

Suzanne Rankin, Chief Executive 
March 2018 

 

VISION 

To provide an outstanding experience and 
the best outcome for patients and the 

team 

MISSION 

To ensure the provision of high quality, 
sustainable healthcare services to the 

community we serve 
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Patients First Personal Responsibility 

Passion for Excellence Pride in our Team 

 

VISION for the People strategic objective is 
To be a Great Place to Work and to be a Patient where we Listen, 

Empower and Value everyone 
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WORKFORCE GAPS 
 
1. The Trust employs more clinical staff than ever before but demand for 

services continues to rise, putting pressure on colleagues at a time when 
there is a legitimate focus on improving quality.  Consequently we 
continue to have high vacancy levels. 

 
Staff Group WTE 12011 2017 

Prof, Scientific and Technical 81.91 72.30 

Additional Clinical Services 384.50 547.90 

Administrative and Clerical 600.00 704.40 

Allied Health Professionals 156.62 208.50 

Estates and Ancillary 229.16 242.50 

Healthcare Scientists 114.23 82.40 

Medical and Dental 439.72 543.10 

Nursing and Midwifery Registered 928.40 1002.70 

Grand Total 2937.50 3423.40 

 

2. We know that our local workforce planning decisions have traditionally 
been based on the forecasting what we can afford rather than the right 
number of staff, employed at the right time with the right skills. 

 
 2011 2017 

Vacancy rate 9.7% 12.7% 

Turnover 13.5% 13.3% 

Stability 89.1% 85.6% 

 

                                                           
1 2011 when the Trust became a Foundation Trust 

WORKFORCE SUPPLY 
 
3. Because of the mis-match between demand and supply of staff, we have 

become overly reliant on temporary staff.  Likewise pay restraint in the 
NHS for a number of years has led to a mutual over reliance on our 
substantive staff working additional hours.  This is not sustainable in the 
long term. 

 
 2011 2017 

Agency spend (as a % of the paybill) 4.1% 4.9% 

Bank spend (as a % of the paybill) 7.3% 8.5% 

 

4. At ASPH we have hot spots where supply has been difficult for a long 
time but we have not been agile in the development and recruitment of 
alternative workforce supply to fill these gaps. 

5. We are reliant on appointing staff from outside of the UK as we have 
been unable to train, recruit and retain sufficient UK supply.  Any 
significant reduction of the non-UK workforce is likely to have a serious 
adverse impact on services. 

 
Place of birth 2011 2017 

UK 62% 58% 

Overseas 38% 42% 

 
RETENTION 
 
6. Retention, as well as supply of new staff is important, yet it’s increasingly 

difficult to keep staff in the NHS – partly because the demand on our 
health services places an increasing demand on our people who deliver 
them.  

7. We are rightly concerned about the number colleagues who choose to 
leave the Trust within the first 12 months of their employment at ASPH, 
strongly indicating that there are improvements needed in how we 
recruit, onboard and encourage internal career progression. 

OUR CURRENT WORKFORCE CONTEXT 

INTERNAL CONTEXT 
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8. Generational difference in what people want from work are also 
impacting on our ability to retain staff, urging us to review our flexibility 
and employment practices for all workers – be that for younger workers 
who have an appetite to have a portfolio of careers and interests rather 
than specialising in one job, or older workers seeking a more flexible 
approach to retirement. 

 
 
LEADERSHIP & CULTURE 
 
9. NHS leadership capacity and capability is being stretched thinner and 

thinner, just at a time when it’s most needed, both to maintain and 
improve current performance and bring about transformation and 
greater workforce productivity.  

10. We know that our ‘squeezed middle managers’ struggle to cope with the 
demands placed on them by their seniors and the support they need to 
give to their junior colleagues. 
 

 2011 2017 

Appraisal rate 89.5% 71.9% 

Mandatory training 46.0% 82.1% 

 
11. The feeling of fairness, inclusion, openness and transparency in our day 

to day management practices has a significant impact on our ability to 
have the right culture.  Quite often this comes down to poor 
communication and a lack of transparency in decision making.   

12. Against the backdrop of the Francis Inquiry and recent developments 
such as freedom to speak up guardians, it’s important that we continue 
to find ways for staff to feel included, valued and empowered within 
their roles.  This has been a key focus of our Right Culture programme. 

13. In 2016 the Trust approved a Transformation and Quality Improvement 
strategy – with the aim to develop capacity and capability for individuals 
and teams to make improvements for themselves.   This approach to 
improvement brings people together to face tough organisational 
challenges, encourages innovation, supports experimentation and makes 
continuous improvement part of the ASPH culture. 

14. We have also learned that alignment of our transformation programmes 
and QI activities with our patient safety, organisational development and 
leadership strategies is also essential to achieving our aim of supporting 
a culture of ‘curiosity and creativity’. 

15. This alignment has influenced our progress with the Trust being 
successful in winning a national Healthcare People Management Award 
for Excellence in Employee Engagement In June 2017. 

 

 

Staff Engagement 

Score 

ASPH National 

Average 

 

2011 3.53 3.62  

2012 3.62 3.69  

2013 3.68 3.74  

2014 3.77 3.74  

2015 3.74 3.79  

2016 3.88 3.81  

2017 3.86 3.79  

 
 
TRANSFORMATION & PRODUCTIVITY 
 
16. We know that we aren’t always efficient in how we use our workforce 

resources.  We have already seen productivity gains when we work 
through national initiatives such as the Getting it Right First Time 

17. We need to do more to embrace workforce transformation, such as  
o redesigning workforce to deliver services in new ways 
o embracing new roles such as physicians associates 
o upskilling existing staff, e.g. as advanced care practitioners 
o empowering staff to work at the top of their licence 
o embracing apprenticeships in the workforce in all professional 

groups not just those traditionally attracting these workers. 
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DEMOGRAPHY 
 
18. Vacancy rates in the South East and London usually run at twice the national average (excluding medical staff). The impact of ASPH being in the South East 

with higher salaries available to staff nearby in London, and the high cost of accommodation in Surrey is an ongoing issue.  Although there is significant 
amount of new housing being built, there is a limited amount available at affordable levels for key workers.  

19. The campus nature of our largest site means that we need to work harder than most to ensure staff are attracted to working at St Peters. 
20. The workforce in South East is also growing and, in some occupations in the NHS, ageing.  Forecasts predict that between 2016 and 2026, the largest increase 

in the working population will be in the 45-64 age groups – impacting on workforce demand and supply eg just as births are predicted to increase; many 
midwives will be reaching retirement age.  

21. This increase in demand requires serious consideration of how both the existing and future healthcare workforce is deployed to deliver the best care for 
patients and service users. 
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FIVE YEAR FORWARD VIEW 
22. The FYFV sets out the drive to deliver more care closer to home through 

the integration of services across the health economy.  
23. Changing population demographics has an impact of the types of services 

that will need to be delivered, the locality of those services together with 
the skills of the workforce to deliver those services. We need to ensure 
that the workforce is equipped with the skills to redesign and deliver 
services in a different way. 

 
EFFICIENCY SAVINGS 
24. The NHS has to make £22bn in efficiency savings over the coming years.  

Given that the majority of the Trust’s budget is spent on staff or staff 
related costs, and in order to meet these challenging targets whilst 
improving the quality of healthcare we deliver, the Trust must focus on 
improving the productivity of its workforce, consider how it becomes a 
fully 7 day service, together with an emphasis on workforce redesign.  

25. Reductions in vacancies, sickness, time to recruit, turnover, 
improvements in performance management, less dependency on 
temporary staff together with an increased use of technology with more 
streamline processes will all make a significant contribution to enhancing 
patient experience as well as achieving greater efficiency savings. 

 
SURREY HEARTLANDS SUSTAINABILITY TRANSFORMATION PLAN 
26. STPs and new care models are intended to deliver reduction in demand 

for some services, eg A&E, and efficiency savings, through delivering care 
in new ways.  STPs can only succeed if the current workforce are 
equipped to work in new ways and sufficient new staff with the right 
skills are trained.  

27. A key part of the Surrey Heartlands philosophy centres around a ‘one 
team’ collaborative approach to sustainably deliver the new pathways 

and models of care developed by the STP. The benefits anticipated from 
better collaborative working and relationships include: 

- Better use of staff through new ways of working defined and 
implemented to support the wider STP.   

- Reduced duplication of effort and improved effectiveness due to the 
sharing of good practice and learning across the STP. 

- Improvements in short-term cost control due to the reduced use of 
premium-rate agencies. 

- Improved levels of staff engagement and performance resulting in a 
lower staff absence due to sickness. 

- Longer-term clinical and financial sustainability. 
 
BREXIT 

28. Faced with a workforce gap, there is a continued need for the NHS 
to recruit from the EU and the rest of the world to mitigate staff 
shortages, yet the outlook is uncertain in the context of Brexit and 
tighter immigration policy.   

29. In addition to the uncertainty in terms of overseas workforce 
supply, there are other areas of employment legislation which may 
be subject to change following our decision to leave the EU 
including: 

o TUPE 
o Agency Worker Regulations  
o Working Time Regulations  
o Discrimination awards 
o Collective Redundancy Consultation Obligation  

 
30. Further analysis of the current Political, Economic, Social, 

Technological, Legal and Environmental factors affecting us are 
detailed in a PESTLE analysis on Page 18. 

 
 

EXTERNAL CONTEXT 
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AT THE HEART OF OUR STRATEGY ARE OUR VALUES – THE 4PS 

Adopted in 2011 when we became a Foundation Trust, and updated in 2013 through conversations with staff around Behaviours.  The 4Ps are well known and lived by staff every day in the delivery of our 

services.  We refer to them and use them in all parts of employment cycle – recruitment, appraisal, our recognition schemes, our health and wellbeing activity.   
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Our approach to wellbeing is part of how we will deliver our objective to be a great place to work.  And we know that there is a positive correlation between the 

wellbeing of staff and the outcomes (including mortality rates) for our patients.  Where leaders and managers create positive, supportive environments for staff, 

this in turn creates caring, supportive environments for patients, delivering higher quality care.  The Trust launched its new Health and Well-Being brand focusing 

on six ways to support the overall health and well-being of individuals and the environment around us.   

 

UNDERPINNING FRAMEWORK – HEALTH & WELLBEING 

Be Active: Find an activity that you enjoy and 

make it a part of your life 

Keep Learning: new skills can give you a sense 

of achievement and a new confidence 

Give: Even the smallest act can count, whether 

it's a smile, a thank you or a kind word. Larger 

acts, such as volunteering, can improve your 

mental wellbeing and help you build new social 

networks 

Connect: Connect with the people around you: 

your family, friends, colleagues and 

neighbours. Spend time developing these 

relationships 

Care: Look after yourself, your environment, 

your community and the world. Make small 

changes to your life that will reduce your 

energy use, recycle more, leave the car at 

home, small steps to a greener life can make a 

difference 

Take Notice: Be more aware of the present 

moment, including your thoughts and feelings, 

your body and the world around you. Some 

people call this awareness "mindfulness". It 

can positively change the way you feel about 

life and how you approach challenges 
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The Leadership and Talent Management Strategy, approved in 2016, 
describes how we will develop our leaders and future talent to 
deliver Trust strategy and enable quality improvement.  The strategy 
describes how we will develop leaders who have: 

 Capacity – the time and other resources to lead 

 Capability – understanding of the role and application of 
effective leadership skills and behaviours 

 Will – the readiness to lead including motivation, confidence and 
energy 

 Culture – the systemic and environmental enablers for excellent 
leadership 

 
The Leadership and Talent Management strategy (2016) describes 
how we will ensure that we are developing leaders and future talent 
across the entire scope of the employee cycle ie 
- Recruiting and inducting new leaders; 
- Orientating leaders into their role; 
- Developing core behaviours for how we lead; 
- Giving access to qualifications which in turn assures us that 

leaders are skilled at the right level; 
- Supporting leaders to achieve their potential; 
- Developing our future leaders. 

 
 

 
There are a number of leadership and management development programmes in place to deliver this: 
- Managers toolkit – building the core skills for productive working; people management, recruitment, capability, disciplinary, appraisals, teams and 

change. 
- CMI programmes at level three, five and seven – enabling leadership and management qualifications and achievement of nationally recognised 

management standards. 
- Individuals supported on NHS leadership academy programmes and masters levels programmes. 
- Bespoke clinical leadership programmes – New consultants programme since 2013 and a Ward Managers programme piloted in 2016. 
- Leadership lectures – (top leader’s forum) exploring best in class and bringing inspiration from approaches elsewhere. 
- QI programmes including the IHI open school. 

 

UNDERPINNING FRAMEWORK – LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
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WHERE WE WANT TO GET TO….MEASURING FOR IMPROVEMENT 

VACANCIES Our ambition is to reduce the gaps in 

our establishment so that we are consistently 
delivering care within safe staffing parameters, and 
ensuring that staff are able to do their jobs to the 

best of their ability VACANCY RATE <10% 
 
 

SUPPLY We want to reduce our reliance on our staff 

working excessive hours, our reliance on temporary 
staff, and on recruiting overseas.  We want to be more 
agile in the development and recruitment of alternative 
workforce supply staff. We want to continue to seek 
further productivity gains by working through national 
initiatives such as the Getting it Right First Time. 

-AGENCY SPEND BELOW CARTER AVERAGE 
-BETTER THAN AVERAGE CARTER METRICS 
->75% UTILISATION OF THE APPRENTICESHIP LEVY 
-IMPROVED TIME TO HIRE METRIC 

TURNOVER We want to considerably improve our 

retention of staff and enable more of our staff to stay 
and progress in their long term career, reducing our 
voluntary turnover rate and eliminating the number of 

people leaving within less than 12 months. 
TURNOVER RATE <15% 
 
 

WELLBEING We want to continue to focus our 

attention and resource on wellbeing and resilience 
interventions that will enable increased capacity and 
stability among the workforce.  We will measure this 
through sickness absence metrics, the relative scores 
in the annual staff survey and informal feedback 
mechanisms. 

-SICKNESS ABSENCE METRICS AT <3% 
-IMPROVEMENT IN HWB QS IN STAFF SURVEY 
-IMPROVED SUPPORT FOR STAFF SUFFERING  
-MENTAL HEALTH CONDITIONS 
 
 

LEADERSHIP CAPACITY We want to build 

leadership and improvement capability and behaviours 
to as an enabler for teams and individuals to deliver 
great quality improvement (QI) and improve patient 
safety and patient experience. 

->90% COMPLETION OF APPRAISALS & PDPS 
-IMPROVED STAFF SURVEY SCORES FOR BULLYING 
& HARASSMENT 
-TOP 20% STAFF ENGAGEMENT SCORE 
 

INCLUSION We want empowered high 

performing teams, which can harness and develop 
our diverse workforce to meet the needs of our 
diverse patients and the community. 

-IMPROVED SCORES IN WRES & DES 
-REDUCED NUMBER EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
CASES 
-REDUCTION IN ANY GENDER PAY GAPS 
% 
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The essence of our People strategy is captured in six strategic themes: 
 

 To plan the workforce through understanding current supply, forecasting future demand, and aligning with both the service and financial plan 
 

 To foster a strong and effective brand which differentiates us from others and ensures that everyone knows what a great place the Trust is to work 
 

 To build an organisation which is open & transparent, listens to its staff & patients, values its diverse workforce and empowers colleagues to enable 
continuous improvement 
 

 To enable the Trust to be high performing through clear and accountable structures, where roles and responsibilities, workforce practices, processes and 
systems are fit for purpose 

 

 To develop the current and future workforce, providing education and training which drives innovation, skill and competency development and enables 
people to deliver services to the highest standards grounded in rapid advances in delivering care 

 

 To create positive, supportive environments for colleagues, promoting health and wellbeing in order to be a great place to work 
 

 
 

OUR SIX PEOPLE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

1. 

SUSTAINABLE 

WORKFORCE 

2. RECRUIT & 

RETAIN 

 

3. INCLUSIVE 

CULTURE 

4. BUILDING A 

HIGH 

PERFORMING 

WORKFORCE 

5. 

DEVELOPING 

OUR TALENT 

 

6. 

WELLBEING 

& RESILIENCE 
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4. BUILDING A 

HIGH 

PERFORMING 

WORKFORCE 
3. INCLUSIVE 

CULTURE 

2. RECRUIT & 

RETAIN 

 

Effective attraction is based on a strong, unique employer 
brand – the reason our people will choose to join ASPH. 
We will build the Together We Care brand with our people, 
and then ensure that everyone knows what a great place 
the Trust is to work.  We will use our Values Based 
Behaviour matrix to help us choose people who share our 

values Patients First  Personal Responsibility  Pride in 

Our Team  Passion for Excellence  
We will work hard to be a place that people want to work in 
for the long term, ensuring our recruits are supported and 
looked after, see their career opportunities and are 
developed to do their role to the best of their ability. 

Developing the right culture is once again critical for the 
delivery of the Trust’s overarching strategy.  This starts with 
visible, compassionate leaders.  We will continue to build our 
leadership capability and style, promote a coaching and 
mentoring approach, and find ways to promote fairness and 
openness at all levels. We will continue to promote a culture of 
‘curiosity and creativity’ by alignment of transformation 
programmes, QI activities with our patient safety, OD and 
leadership strategies.  We will be innovative, inclusive and 
diverse in our communication, engagement and involvement 
methodology, ensuring this activity is a two way process. 

The most important asset to any NHS organisation is its 
workforce.  Having a sustainable workforce is critical for the 
delivery of the Trust’s overarching strategy and so a key theme 
of this strategy will be to find ways to close the gap between 
supply and demand.  Our workforce plan will describe our 
current/future shortages, actions needed to generate further 
external supply, and ideas for redesigning clinical roles.  We 
will need to work hard to shift the culture around using multi 
professional colleagues differently.  We will be active partners 
with our HEI and HEE colleagues and the wider system 
partners to understand and develop our future supply, 
ensuring that roles are developed to deliver care in the right 
place. 

Developing all of our staff is critical to the 
delivery of high quality care.  Poor & 
inequitable access to training and development 
is often cited as a reason why people leave the 
Trust. We will look at how we can improve 
access to training resources, enabling all staff to 
be capable of working at the top of their licence 
and achieve their career potential. Using our 
leadership framework and the associated 
competencies, we will support and develop our 

current and future leaders in  Leading Self 

Managing PeopleLeading Teams  Leading 

Services   

 

Our mission is to ‘ensure the provision of high quality, 
sustainable healthcare services to the people we serve’, 
and with this operate efficiently and productively with the 
resources available.  There is a need for us to work 
collaboratively, both inside the organisation and with our 
partners, to find the most productive ways to deliver high 
quality care.   We will use technology & systems to 
support deployment of workforce resources; make sure 
that we allocate resources and our pay bill fairly and 
effectively.  We will look at opportunities to standardise 
and optimise the resources we have. 

Our approach to wellbeing is part of how we will deliver 
our objective to be a great place to work.  And we know 
that there is a positive correlation between the 
wellbeing of staff and the outcomes (including mortality 
rates) for our patients.  Where leaders and managers 
create positive, supportive environments for staff, this 
in turn creates caring, supportive environments for 
patients, delivering higher quality care.  Described 

through six ways to wellness Be Active  Keep Learning 

 Give  Connect  Care  Take Notice   
We will also find opportunities to reduce the risk of 
violence & aggression including providing suitable 
training and information to staff, improving the design 
of the working environment and improving how we 
record incidents so that patterns can be discerned and 
lesson learnt. 

OUR PEOPLE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES – PLAN ON A PAGE 

6. 

WELLBEING 

& RESILIENCE 
5. 

DEVELOPING 

OUR TALENT 

 

1. 

SUSTAINABLE 

WORKFORCE 
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2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 

1. SUSTAINABLE WORKFORCE 

Develop & implement 
annual strategic workforce 

plan 

Develop & implement 
annual strategic 
workforce plan 

Develop & implement 
annual strategic 
workforce plan 

Implement rostering 
system for doctors 

Implement rostering - 
remaining clinical staff 

groups 

Implement rostering 
system - remaining staff 

Assess opportunities to 
collaborate re pay and 

reward with STP/others 

Spend more than 70% of 
Apprenticeship Levy 

Spend more than 80% of 
Apprenticeship Levy 

Increase opportunities for 
work experience, career 
fairs in schools, Step Into 

Health campaign & 
devp’ment of traineeships 

Buddy up and train all 
non-clinical to be 

deployed to clinical 
areas at times of 
increased activity 

 

2. RECRUIT & RETAIN 

Rebrand recruitment 
resources (including social 
media) with Together We 

Care Brand 

Test brand and modify 
with feedback 

Have improved scores 
and profile on social 

media sites eg Linkedin, 
Glassdoor 

Deliver ‘Aims’ of the N&M 
retention programme 

Share the learning from 
the N&M pilot and 

rollout programme to all 
hard to retain areas 

 

Implement new 
onboarding portal, review 
corporate induction and 

develop campaign on what 
it means to be new 

Improve time to hire – 
shorten internal 

appointment processes 

 

Introduce new exit 
interview and manager 
reflection process for all 

voluntary leavers 

Have exit interviews 
completed and acted on 

for more than 60% of 
leavers 

Have exit interviews 
completed and acted on 

for more than 80% of 
leavers 

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 

3. INCLUSIVE CULTURE 

Put in place revised staff 
recognition scheme 

 

Increase recognition at 
external events 

 

Launch B&H/Inclusion 
taskforce 

 

Reduce rates of B&H 
and scores in Staff 

Survey 

 

Achieve required WRES 
improvement objectives 

 

Achieve required DES 
improvement objectives 

 

Complete Peakon 
engagement project and 

pilot Allocate text message 
retention technology 

 

Roll out technology to 
enable real time 

feedback 

 

4. BUILDING A HIGH PERFORMING WORKFORCE 

Roll our ESR electronic 
systems incl e-payslips, e-
expenses, e-annual leave 

 

Have all job plans for 
medical staff reviewed 

and up to date on CRMS 

 

Implement ER tracker and 
set metrics for the 

improvement of Time 2 
Resolve metric and 

reduction in formal cases 

Ensure consistency of 
approach for job 

planning of all non-
medical staff where 

appropriate 

 

Approve new pay structure 
for bank, streamlining 

appointment process & 
agreeing KPI targets 

  

Implement team diagnostic 
development toolkit and 
coaching framework for 
improved performance 

  

KEY MILESTONES 
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2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 

5. DEVELOPING OUR TALENT 

Relaunch streamlined 
appraisal process.  Support 
with training programme – 

Difficult conversations 

Complete review and 
overhaul of SMT and 

ensure increased access 
to e-learning solutions 

 

Develop career campaigns 
for specific groups eg by 
age GenZ, older workers; 
by ethnicity – access to 
interview support; by 

gender – inspiring through 
role models  

Increase numbers of 
staff promoted and 

succession planning data 

Have in place career 
conversations for all 

staff at all levels 

Introduce assessment 
centres for appointment 

and promotion for all 
clinical staff groups 

Introduce assessment 
centres for appointment 

and promotion for 
admin staff 

 

Deliver ward manager & B7 
leadership training for 

N&M and launch cohort 5 
new consultant prog 

Develop in house 
mentoring framework 

 

6. WELLBEING & RESILIENCE 

Sign up to Time to Change 
mental health campaign 

Achieve all Health at 
Work pledges 

Achieve above average 
scores in the Staff 

Survey in relation to 
HWB 

Increase leadership 
visibility and walkabouts 

with a focus on improving 
overall engagement and 

resilience 

Reduce rates of violence 
and aggression 

 

Roll out Maybo training 
 

  

Deliver Ways to Wellness 
programme of events 

  

KEY MILESTONES CONT 
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Together, the teams within Workforce and Organisational Development Directorate will deliver this Strategy working in collaboration with all our 
people.  Each of our teams will be clear about their purpose and the role that they play in delivering the Strategy. 
 
We will deliver the strategy by  

 Using and extending our workforce, HR and OD expertise 

 Developing a coaching style with our service users 

 Developing a professional business partner offer, where divisions can commission core pieces of work 

 Improving our digital offer and implementing HR systems that are systems are fit for purpose 
 

Where appropriate we will set up Special Interest Groups to deliver particular objectives and tasks.  Some of these groups will be task and finish in style, 

some will be part of the regular meeting and governance structure of the Trust.  Examples of such groups include:  Health & Wellbeing Steering Group  

Bullying & Harassment/Inclusion Taskforce  Retention Improvement programme board and wider engagement group  Rostering implementation 

working group  ESR systems implementation task and finish groups  Step into Health recruitment team  Employee Partnership Forum  Staff 

Governors  Staff Sounding Boards  
 

Where ever possible we will use Improvement Methodology and reporting to drive the delivery of these objectives, working closely with our PMO and 
transformation experts. 
 
 
 
 
Review of our People Strategy objectives and deliverables will take place regularly to ensure their continued relevance to delivering the Trust strategy.  
Throughout each year of this five year strategy, we will monitor our progress against these objectives and deliverables. We will achieve this through a range 
of mechanisms including:  
 

I. Workforce & Organisational Development Committee who will receive regular reports on progress against our workforce objectives, 
deliverables and key performance indicators as part of the integrated workforce report and regular exception reports and papers. 

II. Annual Specialty Workforce Plans Through the annual business planning round, workforce objectives will be developed and progress against 
these will be tracked. These workforce objectives to include an annual training needs assessment and an annual strategic workforce plan. 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MONITORING & REVIEW 

DELIVERY OF THE STRATEGY 
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RISKS 

 

 
negative 

 

IMPACT 

 
 

positive 
OPPORTUNITY 

HIGH MEDIUM LOW LOW MEDIUM HIGH 

 
EU migrants’ Right to Remain is uncertain P 

POLITICAL 

Freedom to Speak out agenda and implementation of Guardian Role 

Surrey Heartlands Sustainability and Transformation Plan 

Centralisation of specialist services 

Integration of Health and Social care 

Increased delivery 

7 day services 

STF 

National average earnings are predicted to remain lower than pre-recession averages 
for some time 

Funding pressures in health and social care 

Uncertain position regarding funding from HEEKSS 

E 
ECONOMIC 

 
CQUINs include staff health and wellbeing targets 

Eldercare and childcare responsibilities increasing for staff 

Proportion of population at “working age” decreasing: increasing birth rates and 
increasing life expectancy 

Increasing demand on health and social care 

High housing prices and higher wages available for locals who commute to London 

Nursing bursaries ended, reduced applications to nursing and medical degrees 

Slowing of EU immigration since May 2016 

S 
SOCIAL 

 

Increasing expectation for flexible work & Increase in part-time workers 

Diverse local population  

Degree educations more expensive and increasing 

 
 

Social media - Challenges for employee relations   T 
TECHNO- 
LOGICAL  

Social media - Opportunities for staff recruitment & engagement 

More advanced healthcare interventions 

E-medical records and other technical advances affecting changes to workforce 
demand  

Opportunities presented by E-rostering, ESR 

Gender Pay Gap reporting (April 2017) 

Apprenticeship levy from April 2017 

Changes to rules on public sector exit payments (date TBC) 

Increase cost to sponsor non-EU workers from April 2017 

L 
LEGAL 

Trade Union Act (March 2016) 

Possibility of changes to employment law as a result of Brexit e.g. potential changes to 
TUPE law, working time, agency worker rights 

Junior Doctor TCS 2016 and negotiation of new consultant contract (ongoing) 
 

Changes to IR35 from April 2017 

Mandatory training ‘passport’ and shared employment checks 
 

 

Multi-site set-up presents challenges for communications and staff engagement 
 

Lack of car parking spaces affecting retention and continued pressure from Local 
Authority to reduce traffic to sites 

E 
ENVIRON-
MENTAL 

 

Viridian redeveloping and improving accommodation on St Peter’s site 
 

Opportunity with building development to create facilities on site to attract and retain 
younger workforce 

APPENDIX 1: PESTLE 2017 Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal and Environmental factors 


